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Pneumatic Scale Angelus’ new CB244 rounds out its craft brew portfolio 
New rotary filler/seamer offers a higher-speed option for brewers 

 

STOW, Ohio — April 8, 2019 — Continuing its reputation as a 
leader in canning technology, Pneumatic Scale Angelus (PSA)—a 
member of the Barry-Wehmiller Packaging Systems family—will 
introduce the CB244, the newest member of its craft brew 
canning line portfolio, at the Craft Brewers Conference and 
BrewExpo America® in Denver this week. PSA has been a world 
leader for over a century, proudly claiming more than 16,000 
installations in 132 countries. 
 
For the third year in a row, PSA will take advantage of the 
conference—hosted by the Brewers Association and heralded as 
the largest craft brewing industry gathering—to debut a new 
integrated filler-seamer machine to service the industry. With 
notable clients such as New Realm Brewing Company and Heavy 
Seas Beer already on board with their existing CB50 and CB100 
inline canning lines, PSA looks forward to serving an expanding 
market of brewers who seek the higher speeds a rotary system 
can offer. 

 
While the CB50/CB100 lines achieve a variable speed range of filling and seaming 15 to 100 cans per minute, the new CB244 line 
uses 24 filling valves and four seaming heads to reach speeds of up to 215 cans per minute.  
 
“For brewers looking to expand their overall production, with the flexibility to 
run a variety of can sizes and recipes, but who still want to keep their canning 
footprint relatively small, the CB244 is the perfect machine to help them do 
that,” said Adam Brandt, Vice President of Sales for PSA. 
 
The CB244 is a precision machine, with 24 electro-pneumatically controlled 
filling valves that ensure fill level accuracy to within +/- 0.5 grams of target 
volume. The gas flush system and pressurized filling result in extremely low 
oxygen pickup, which ultimately means longer shelf life for the final product. 
“Angelus” in the Pneumatic Scale Angelus name means industry-leading 
double-seaming technology to help keep cans sealed tight. 
 
Built for both speed and flexibility, the CB244 allows changes in lid diameter 
with no change to the filling valves, and changes in can height or diameter can 
be made in just minutes, using multiple recipes saved in the PLC. The collocation 
of product and CO2 supply connections aids in installation, and the full stainless 
steel design means easier machine maintenance. 
 
PSA—along with two other Barry-Wehmiller Packaging Systems companies, 
Accraply and BW Integrated Systems—will be in booth 18025 at this year’s Craft Brewers Conference and 
BrewExpo America®, held April 8 to 11 in Denver. PSA’s CB50, CB100 and CB244 canning lines will all be on display. 

The integrated 24-valve rotary filler ensures flexible 
format changes and precise fill-level accuracy. 

Pneumatic Scale Angelus’ CB244 canning line, with integrated rotary 
filler and seamer, is capable of a variable speed range of up to 215 
cans per minute. 
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For more information, please: 
Visit beer-canning.com 
E-mail mark.pirog@bwpackagingsystems.com 
 

ABOUT PNEUMATIC SCALE ANGELUS 
A Barry-Wehmiller Packaging Systems company, Pneumatic Scale Angelus maintains a major market position in the supply of wet and dry fillers, 
cappers, can seamers, labelers, centrifuges and change parts for the pharmaceutical, personal care, food, beverage, canning and household 
products industries worldwide. Our custom-engineered product lines include Hema, Mateer and Pneumatic Scale fillers; Consolidated, Pneumatic 
Scale and TC cappers; Angelus and Closetech seamers; Burt and MTS labelers; Carr and Centritech centrifuges; onTrack orienters and wet-case 
detectors; and Zepf change parts and storage solutions. For more, go to psangelus.com. 
 

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER 
Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating, sheeting 
and paper-converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-driven growth, Barry-
Wehmiller has become a $3 billion organization with nearly 12,000 team members united by a common belief: to use the power of business to 
build a better world. CEO Bob Chapman shares the story of the company’s transformation in his book, Everybody Matters: The Extraordinary 
Power of Caring for Your People Like Family. To learn more, go to barrywehmiller.com. 
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